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A Cost-Equation Analysis for General-Input 
General-Service Processor Sharing (PS) System
Yoshitaka Takahashi*
    Abstract In the computer-communication field, we frequently encounter a situation 
in which the processor sharing (PS) rule is adopted for a time-shared server next to the 
first-come-first-serve (FCFS) rule. There has been much work on the Poisson-input 
general-service M/GI/1 (PS) system. However, there have been few results for a general-
input general-service G/GI/I (PS) system. We deal with this general G/GI/I (PS) system. 
We show that the cost-equation a alysis enables us to derive the relationship between the 
mean (time-average) unfinished work and the mean (customer-average) sojourn time. 
Our relationship is then applied to extend and generalize the previous results, e.g., Brandt 
et al.'s relationship between the mean (customer-average) sojourn times under the FCFS 
and PS rules, and I leinrock's conservation law for the M/GI/1 (PS) system.
1. Introduction 
    Under the round-robin (RR) rule, a processor allocates to each job a fixed amount 
of time, called a quantum. If a job's service time (the total time required from the 
processor) is completed in less than the quantum, it leaves; otherwise, it returns to the 
end of the queue of waiting jobs, waits its turn to receive another quantum of service, and 
continues in this fashion until the total service time has been obtained from the processor. 
The processor-sharing (PS) rule is then defined by taking the limit of the RR rule as the 
quantum length tends to zero, see Section 2 for more detail definition ofPS.
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     Next to the first-come-first-serve (FCFS) rule, the PS rule arises as a natural 
paradigm in a variety of practical situations, including a time-shared computer-
communication system. There has been much work on the PS rule, starting with the 
pioneering work of Kleinrock [9]. However, most of work assumed a Poisson-input 
general service M/GI/1 (PS) system, or a renewal-input exponential-service GI/M/1 (PS) 
system [13]. Sengupta [17] proposed an approximation for the sojourn time distribution 
for a renewal-input general-service GI/GI/1 (PS) system, but his approximation required 
a numerical solution for the transcendental equation appearing in the GI/M/1 queueing 
analysis; ee also Refs [1,2] and references therein. 
    For the general-input general-service G/GI/l (PS) system there is only one 
exception tothe best of our knowledge. Brandt et al. [4] applied a sample-path analysis to 
derive the relationship between the mean sojourn times under FCFS and PS rules. 
However, they required additional assumptions on the service time distribution; see 
Remark-4 for their detail assumptions. 
    The main purpose of the paper is to show that the cost-equation approach enables 
us to derive the relationship between the mean unfinished work and sojourn time. 'Ihe 
cost-equation approach isdifferent from the sample-path approach taken in Brandt et 
al[4]. Our relationship is then applied to extend and generalize the previous results. 
    The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our G/GI/1 (PS) 
system and introduces our basic notations. The independent and identically distributed 
(iid) assumption on the requested service-time sequence yields that the stochastic 
behavior of the requested service time is invariant under the probability measure P and 
the Palm measure Po for the arrival point process. Section 3 develops the cost-equation 
analysis according to the argument in Ross [14]. Considering an appropriate cost 
mechanism for the G/GI/i (PS) system, we derive the relationship between the mean 
(time-average) unfinished work and the mean (customer-average) sojourn time. For the 
Poisson-input M/GI/l (PS) system our relationship leads to Kleinrock's conservation law 
[10] as well as the mean sojourn-time formula obtained by Sakata et al.[I5]. In Section 
4, we finally present the relationship between the mean (customer-average) sojourn times 
under the FCFS and PS rules, generalizing the results of Brandt et al.[4]. Section 5 
concludes the paper emphasizing the key points with worthwhile future studies. 
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2. The G/GI/1 (PS) System 
    We consider a stochastic service system, assuming the followings. 
i) There is single server. Customers are served under the processor-sharing (PS) rule. 
Arriving customers do not have to wait for service under the PS rule, because customers 
are served promptly unlike the first-come-first-serve (FCFS) rule, although the service rate 
for an individual customer becomes slow, Indeed, each customer receives I/n of the 
service capacity if there are n ( n > 0 ) customers in the single-server system. 
ii) Customers arrive at the single-server system. The customer inter-arrival times, A, are 
identically distributed with an arrival rate n : ti = 1 / Eo(A). Here, Eo denotes the 
expectation with respect to the Palm measure Po for the arrival point process; Our system 
is customer-stationary under Po; see [3,6,8]. 
iii) The requested service times, B, are independent, and identically distributed (iid) with 
a mean E(B) = 1 / µ , and second moment E(B2). Here, E denotes the expectation with 
respect to the probability measure P under which our system istime-stationary. 
    The traffic intensity p is then given by 
       p=d/t 
which is assumed tobe less than unity ( p < 1) for stability. 
    Using the Kendall's notation our system will be denoted by G/GI/l (PS). Our 
system includes a renewal-input (iid-input), iid-service time GI/GI/1 (PS) system as a 
special case, because we do not need any independence assumption the arrival process. 
If we denote by MAP the Markov Arrival Process (analyzed in e,g. Niu et al.[12]), MAP/ 
GI/I (PS) is not be included in GI/GI/1(PS) but is included in G/GI/l (PS). 
[Remark-0] It should be noted that the iid requested service time sequence yields that a 
stochastic behavior of the requested service time B under the probability P and the 
corresponding stochastic behavior f B under the Palm measure Po are identical. Thus, we 
have
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        E(B") = Eo(B°) for any natural number n (n E N) 
and 
        P(B > x) = Po(B > x) for any teal number x (x E R ) 
See Kawashima etal. [8, Chapter 3] for the proof. 
3. Relationship between Mean Unfinished Work and Mean Sojourn Time 
3.1. Cost Equation 
    Imagine that entering customers are forced to pay money to the system, According 
to Ross [14], we have the following cost equation for a wide class of stationary queueing 
systems. 
[Cost Equation] 
    Average rate at which the system earns 
        _ A (Average amount an entering customer pays), (1) 
where A is the arrival rate of entering customers. To be more exact, Average on the left-
hand side of Eq.(I) corresponds to the time-average (E), while Average on the right-hand 
side of Eq.(1) corresponds tothe customer-average (Eo). Cost equation links the time-
average and customer-average. 
    We have to consider an appropriate cost mechanism. For our G/GI/1 (PS) system, 
we consider the following cost mechanism: Each customer pays at a rate of y (per unit 
time) when his remaining requested service-time is y. Thus, the rate at which the system 
earns is simply the unfinished work in the system. The cost equation (1) yields 
       E(U)= AEo[Average amount paid by a customer] (2) 
where E(U) denotes the mean (time-average) unfinished work in the G/GI/1 system, 
namely, 
    E(U) _ !'m s J' U(t)dt. 
0 
   Here, U(t) is the unfinished work at time t (t 2 0). Note that U(t), and so, E(U) are 
invariant under the work-conserving service rules including PS and FCFS, This 
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invariance property will be frequently used later (in Corollary-1, Remark-2, Remark-3, 
and Section 4). 
3.2. Relationship between E(U) and Conditional Mean Sojourn Time Eo(TIB=x) 
    In this subsection we derive the relationship between mean (time-average) 
unfinished work E(U) and Eo(TIB=x), where Eo(TIB=x) is the conditional mean 
(customer-average) sojourn time given that he customer's requested service time is equal 
to x (see), and B denotes the requested service time random variable. We start with the 
following lemma. 
[Lemma-1] Suppose that each customer pays at a rate of y (per unit time) when his 
remaining requested s rvice time is y. 
    For discrete random variables, wethen have 
        E0[amount paid by a customer] 
        Xj_,Eo(TIB =xJ)P(B 2 xI) (3) 
    For continuous random variables, wethen have 
        E5[amount paid by a customer] 
       =Jo E,(T~B =x)P(B 2 x)dx. (4) 
[Proof of Lemma 1] We will prove Eq. (3) for a discrete-random variable case. Without 
loss of generality, we can assume that ime and space are slotted as 
             xo=0 <x, <... <xj, <x, < ... <x„<.... 
where the adjacent distance is 4, i.e., 
          x,-xH=A (j=1,2,...). (5) 
    Given that B = x„ = n&, note that he average amount paid by a customer is 
      En~E0(TIB = xj). 
By removing the conditions (B = xn) above, we get from Remark-0 
        E0[amount paid by a customer] 
               =F.o_1Ej-1Eo(TIB = x,)P(B =xn) 
    (changing theorders ofthese two summations) 
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               °Er --jE0(TIB=x)P(B=x„) 
           = ~ E,(TIB =.j)[ ~P(B =.J] 
                                                             of 
             _ EO(TIB=xi)P(B?x), (6) 
which completes the proof of Eq. (3). 
    By taking the limit as A -* 0 in Eq. (6), we have Eq. (4), assuming thexistence of 
the Riemann integral. This completes theproof of Lemma-1. (q.e.d.) 
    Substituting Lemma-1 [Eqs (3) and (4)] into the cost equation result [Eq. (2)] leads 
the following theorem. 
[Theorem-1] Consider a general-input general service G/GI/1 (PS) system with iid 
requested s rvice time B. Let E(U) be the mean unfinished work and Eo(TIB=x) be the 
conditional mean sojourn time given that he service time requested by acustomer is 
equal tox. We then have the following relationship between E(U) and Eo(TJB=x): 
For discrete random variables, 
      E(U) =A Y E,(TIB = x,)P(B >_ x); (7) 
                          i-1
and for continuous random variables, 
      E(U)_A J~E0(TIB=x)P(Bzx)dx. (8) 
0 [Remark-1] Note that the relationship developed here treats both discrete- and 
continuous-random variables, unlike the previous work [10, p.198, Eq.(4.56)] that 
treated only continuous random variables. Also note that the previous work assumed the 
Poisson-input M/GI/1 (PS) system, Our theorem-1 states that the previous relationship 
(Eq.(4.56), p.198 in [10]) is still valid for a general input (PS) system. 
    Our theorem leads to Kleinrock's conservation law [10, p.199, Eq.(4.57)] for the 
Poisson-input M/GI/1 (PS) system as corollary. 
[Corollary-I (IUeinrock's conservation law)] Consider aPoisson-input general-service
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M/GI/1 (PS) system with continuous iid requested service time B. We have the 
Kleinrock's conservation law: 
      ~~E0(TIB= x)P(B >x)dx= E(B2) (9)                       2(1-P)' 
[Proof of Corollary-1] Indeed, from the PASTA property [22], the invariance property of
E(U) under the PS and FCFS rules, and the Pollaczek-Khinmhine formula for the M/ 
GI/1 (FCFS) system [8,10,14,22], it follows that: 
      E(U) = 2 E(W) (10)             2(1 - R) 
    Since P(B > x) = P(B ? x) for continuous random variable, B the corollary [Eq.(9)] 
is straightforward from Theorem-1 [Eq.(8)] and Eq.(10). (q.e.d.) 
    On the other hand, Kleinrock's linear function property [10, p.168, Eq.(4.16)] of 
the conditional mean (customer-average) sojourn time is seen to be still valid for the 
general-input general-service G/GI/1 (PS) system with iid requested service time B, i.e., 
       EO(TIB = x) = Consr x (11) 
by using Little's law [3,8,14,22]. Substituting Eq.(11) into Theorem-1 [Eqs. (7) and (8)], 
we get 
      E(U) = d Const E(B2) (12) 
from which we get Const as 
      Const= 2E(U) 1(B2) (13) 
   From Egs.(11) and (13) we obtain the next heorem [Eq.(14)]. 
[Theorem-2] Consider a general-input general service G/GI/l (PS) system with iid 
requested service time B. Let E(U) be the mean unfinished work and Eo(TIB=x) be the 
conditional mean sojourn time given that he service time requested bya customer is 
equal to x. We then have the following relationship between E(U) and Eo(TIB=x): 
      Eo(TJB - x) 2E(U) 7E(Bz) X. (14) 
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[Remark-2] Theorem-2 suggests u the following simple (two-moment) approximations: 
If we approximate E(U) by using, say, the diffusion approximation for the unfinished-
work process (the virtual waiting-time process under FCFS) as in Takahashi [18] and 
Takahashi el al.[21J, we can obtain an approximate formula on the conditional mean 
sojourn time via Eq.(14), since the unfinished-work process i invariant under the FCFS 
and PS rules. Or, if we approximate E(U) by using Eq. (17) together with the Kramer and 
Langenbach-Beltz (K-LB) approximate formula [11] on the mean waiting time under 
FCFS, Eo(Wrcrs), developed in Section 4; we can obtain another approximate formula on 
the conditional mean sojourn time for the G/GI/1 (PS) system,
    Again, if we assume the Poisson-input (PS) system, E(U) on the right-hand side of 
Eq.(14) in Theorem 2 is given by Eq.(10), we have the conditional mean sojourn time 
formula which was obtained by Sakata et al. [15].
[Corollary-2 (Sakata et al.'s formula)] Consider a Poisson-input general-service M/ 
GI/1 (PS) system with continuous lid requested service time B. We then have: 
      EJTJB = x) = 1p . (15) 
3.3. Relationship between E(U) and Mean Sojourn Time E(T) 
   By removing the condition (B = x) in Eq.(14), we have the following theorem from 
Remark-0:
[Theorem-3] Consider a general-input general service G/GI/1 (PS) system with lid 
requested service time B. Let E(U) be the mean unfinished work and Eo(T) be the mean 
sojourn time. We then have the following relationship between E(U) and Eo(T): 
      Eon _ 2E(U) E(B). (16)   A (W) 
[Remark-3] In the same spirit as in Remark-2, we can obtain an approximate formula on 
the mean sojourn time by Eq.(16) and an approximation forthe mean unfinished work 
(or the virtual waiting time under FCFS), E(U), since the unfinished work is invariant 
under the FCFS and PS rules. For the renewal-input general service-time GI/GI/1 (PS) 
system, Hoshi et al. [7] has recently shown that the accuracy of the approximation the 
mean number of customers in the system [E(L) _ ),&(T)] is good enough for the rele-
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traffic engineering purpose via computer simulations. 
4. Mean Performance Comparison between FCFS and PS Systems 
    So far, we have considered the general-input iid-service G/GI/1 (PS) system. In this 
section we compare the mean performance measures between the FCFS and PS systems. 
In the corresponding G/GI/I (FCFS) system we assume infinite-capacity waiting room. 
    Since the PS and FCFS rules are work-conserving, their resulting unfinished work 
processes, busy periods, and idle periods are identical. However, this identical property is
not valid for the sojourn times of customers, which are sensitive with respect o the 
service rules. For our comparing purpose, let Wrcrs and TFcss be respectively the waiting 
time and sojourn time for the corresponding G/GI/1 (FCFS) system. 
    Schrage's conservation law [16] or Brumelle's formula [5] reads for the G/GI/l 
(FCFS) system: 
      E(U) = PE,(Wrcw) + p E(BB) (17) 
                   2E(B) 
    Here, note that their argument [5, 16] for the renewal-input GI/GI/1 system isseen 
to be still valid for our general-input G/GI/1 system. 
   Substituting Eq.(17) into our Theorem-3 [Eq.(16)], we have 
          2E(B)2       E
a(T)= E(Bx) EJWrces)+E(B). (18) 
    From the definitions of the sojourn time and waiting time, and also from Remark-O, 
it follows that 
       Eo(WFcFS) = Eo(TFcrs) - E (B). (19) 
   Substituting Eq.(19) into Eq. (18), we obtain the next theorem [Eq.(20)]. 
[Theorem-4] Consider a general-input general-service G/GI/I (PS) system with iid 
requested service time B. Let T be the sojourn time in the G/GI/1 (PS) system. Let Trcrs 
be the sojourn time in the corresponding G/GI/1 (FCFS) system. We then have the 
following relationship:
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       Eo(T) - E(B) = 2E(B)2 [Eo(TFCrs) - E(B)J. (20)              E(B) 
[Remark-4] Using the sample-path nalysis, Brandt et al.[4] proved Eq.(20) for the 
Poisson-input general-service M/GI/I system, and general-input, a special service-time 
(mixture ofa zero and deterministic ervices, or mixture of a zero and exponential service 
times) ystem; see [4, Theorems 3.1 and 3.2]. Our Theorem-4 states that he additional 
assumption on the service time distribution in Brandt et al. [41 is not necessary. Eq.(20) is
valid for any generally distributed requested s rvice time.
5. Concluding Remarks 
    Next to the first-come-first-serve (FCFS) rule, the processor-sharing (PS) rule arises 
as a natural paradigm in a variety of practical situations, including a time-shared 
computer-communication system. Although there is a lot of work on the G/GI/1 
(FCFS) system, there are very few qualitative results on the G/GI/1 (PS) system. 
Applying the cost-equation a alysis, we have derived the relationship between the mean 
(time-average) unfinished work and the mean (customer-average) sojourn time. If we 
further assume the Poisson-input M/GI/1 (PS) system, Kleinrocks conservation law [10] 
and Sakata et al.'s mean (customer-average) sojourn-time formula [151 have 
straightforwardly followed from our relationship. Our relationship has been subsequently 
applied to find the relationship between the mean (customer-average) sojourn times 
under the FCFS and PS rules, generalizing the recent results obtained by Brandt et al.[4] 
via the sample-path analysis. Our cost-equation a alysis developed here is fairly simple, 
but it links only the mean (time-average nd customer-average) performance measures, a  
in Takahashi [19]. Therefore, it would be worthwhile as a future study to derive a higher-
order moment relationship, e.g. how the second moment of the unfinished work is 
related to the sojourn time distribution for the G/GI/i (PS) system, by using the rate-
conservation law in the point-process theory [6,8]. It would be also worthwhile to 
consider a heterogeneous general queueing network where some nodes are served under 
the FCFS rule and the others under the PS rule, which has a potential applicability o
performance evaluation of the Next-Generation-Network (NGN) [20].
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